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The geometries, adsorption energies, and electronic structures of Cs, Sr, and Ag atoms on matrix graphite surface with point
defects were calculated and analyzed using the density functional theory (DFT) and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
formulation of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Three diﬀerent types of point defects, i.e., single vacancy and
“bridge” and “spiro” interstitials are considered using approximate van der Waals (vdW) correction methods. The results of
adsorption energies show that the metal ﬁssion products of Cs, Sr, and Ag are more stable on single vacancy defects than “bridge”
or “spiro” interstitial defects. This is further conﬁrmed by the analysis of electronic structures, such as charge density diﬀerence
(CDD) and density of state (DOS). All these results indicate that dangling bonds play an important role in the adsorption
behaviors of metallic ﬁssion products on matrix graphite.

1. Introduction
Spherical fuel elements technology of high-temperature
gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) eﬀectively enhances the retention capability for ﬁssion products and the inherent
safety of the reactor especially at high temperature [1, 2].
Tristructural-Isotropic- (TRISO-) [3] coated fuel particles,
of which UO2/UC kernels are coated with carbonaceous
buﬀer layer, inner pyrolytic carbon (IPyC), silicon carbide
(SiC), and outer pyrolytic carbon (OPyC) layers, are
dispersed in the matrix graphite, as shown in Figure 1. The
primary function of these coating layers is to act as diffusion barriers for radioactive ﬁssion products to retain
ﬁssion products within the fuel particles even under accident conditions [4]. However, studies have shown that
TRISO-coated fuel particles may be damaged due to
pressure shell damage [5], IPyC cracking-induced failures
[6], amoeba eﬀect [7], and palladium attack on silicon
carbide during the irradiation condition [8]. A substantial
amount of key metallic ﬁssion products such as Cs, Sr, and
Ag may be released from the damaged TRISO-coated fuel

particles and adsorbed on the external matrix graphite [9].
In this case, the matrix graphite will become the most
important and eﬀective barrier to metallic ﬁssion products. Therefore, it is important to understand the adsorption mechanism of ﬁssion products on matrix
graphite of HTGR spherical fuel element from the atomic
scale.
In the past few decades, the adsorption behavior of
ﬁssion products on carbon materials has been widely
studied. Some key parameters of carbon materials, such as
atomic structures, sp2-to-sp3 bonding ratio, defect structures, percent of amorphous structures, and porosity, may
play a dominant role in ﬁssion product sorption [10]. The
manufacturing methods, as well as the precursors employed,
have an inﬂuence on the structure parameters of carbon
materials. As a kind of carbon materials, matrix graphite is a
mixture of crystalline hexagonal graphite and amorphous
carbon originated from phenolic resin binder, which is made
from 64 wt% natural ﬂake graphite, 16 wt% electrographite,
and 20 wt% phenolic resin binder through speciﬁc processing routes [11]. It is inevitable that many defect
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Figure 1: The proﬁles of spherical fuel element and TRISO-coated fuel particle.

structures will be generated during the preparation and
irradiation. The types of defect structures, such as vacancies,
interstitials, and Stone–Wales defects, will play a critical role
in the adsorption behavior of metallic ﬁssion products on
matrix graphite [12, 13].
The ﬁrst-principle calculation based on density functional theory (DFT) provides a method of studying the real
adsorption mechanism of three important ﬁssion products
Cs, Sr, and Ag atoms on the matrix graphite surface with
diﬀerent types of defect structures [14, 15]. Some previous
similar work use atoms of ﬁssion products [16, 17]. As a
simpliﬁed model, it is able to obtain the feature of interaction
between ﬁssion products and graphite and could be used to
explain some experimental data [18, 19]. Based on the
studies mentioned above, atoms of ﬁssion products were
used in this study. Londono-Hurtado et al. [20] reported a
tendency of graphite with defects and carbons with sp3
bonds to provide much stronger binding energies for Cs and
Sr atoms than perfect sp2 graphite using the ﬁrst-principle
calculation. Luo et al. [16] used the DFT method to calculate
the adsorption geometry, energy, and electronic structure of
four ﬁssion products (Cs, Sr, Ag, and I atoms) on the perfect
and defective graphite surface with single vacancy. The
results show that the graphite surface with single vacancy has
stronger adsorption capacity for ﬁssion products. Xia et al.
[21] further studied the adsorption and diﬀusion mechanism
of metallic ﬁssion products (Cs, Sr, and Ag atoms) on the
defective graphite surface with double vacancy and Stone–Wales defect by using DFT method. It can be seen from the
above that the adsorption behavior of ﬁssion products on
vacancy defects has been studied, but the interstitial defects
have not been fully understood yet. In this work, diﬀerent
kinds of point defects, such as single vacancy and “bridge”
and “spiro” interstitials, are examined by the DFT methods
accounting for van der Waals (vdW) interactions. Then, we
compare the adsorption behavior of ﬁssion products (Cs, Sr,
and Ag atoms) on the defective graphite surface by analyzing
adsorption energies, charge density diﬀerence (CDD), and
density of state (DOS).

2. Methods and Computational Details
DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [22]. The approach implemented in VASP is based on an iterative solution of the
Kohn–Sham equation [15] in a plane wave basis set with the
projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials. Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [23] exchange-correlation
(XC) functional was selected in our calculations. Since
matrix graphite has a layered, planar structure, the interlayer
binding energy calculated by conventional PBE method is
too small compared with the available experimental data
[24]. However, this problem can be solved if a correction
term Edisp is added to the conventional Kohn–Sham DFT
energy EKS− DFT :
EDFT− disp � EKS− DFT + Edisp .
(1)
Edisp is calculated by some of the available approximate
methods, such as vdW-DF method [25], DFT-D2 method
[26], DFT-D3 method [27, 28], Tkatchenko–Scheﬄer
method (TS-SCS) [29], and many-body dispersion energy
method (MBD@rsSCS) [30, 31]. Among them, MBD@rsSCS
method is the most suitable for graphite systems. In this
work, the calculated interlayer binding energy of 49 meV/
atom is fairly close to theoretical calculated value of 48 meV/
atom [31] and the experimental measured value of
43 ± 5 meV/atom [32]. Without van der Waals correction
and using the PW91 exchange-correlation (XC) function as
in the previous study [16, 21], the calculated interlayer
binding energy is − 15 meV, which is much smaller than the
experimental and theoretical values.
For the matrix graphite (0001) surface model, we used a
3 × 3 supercell containing three graphite layers with ABA
stacking sequence. The atoms in the lower portion of the
supercell is repeated periodically along x- and y-directions,
while a 15 Å vacuum space was applied in the top portion of
the supercell to exclude interactions between adjacent slabs.
For all models considered, the plane-wave cutoﬀ energy was
set to 400 eV by [21]. The atomic poisons within the supercell
were fully relaxed until the maximal forces were less than
0.02 eV/Å. The self-consistent calculations have been carried
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Figure 2: Geometry of perfect matrix graphite (0001) surface
model obtained by full optimization.

out with a Gamma-centered 4 × 4 × 1 k-mesh for (0001)
surface. After optimization, the layer spacings of the perfect
matrix graphite surface model are 3.34 Å that is close to the
experimental value of 3.35 Å, as shown in Figure 2. Here, we
also compared the graphite layer spacings obtained with and
without vdW corrections and found that they are almost the
same. This shows that although vdW correction can optimize the interlayer binding energy of graphite, it has little
eﬀect on the layer spacings. This may be due to the fact that
the interlayer binding energy is too small to aﬀect the layer
spacing compared with the total energy of graphite system.
Matrix graphite surfaces with single vacancy and interstitial
are obtained by removing and adding one carbon atom
from/to the perfect matrix graphite surface.
Cs, Sr, and Ag atoms were placed on top of each defective
matrix graphite surfaces to ﬁnd the most stable adsorption
sites. The adsorption energies (Eads ) of adatoms were calculated following the equation Eads � Em/gra / − (Em − Egra ),
where Egra is the energy of defective or perfect supercells of
matrix graphite surface, Em is the energy of isolated Cs, Sr,
and Ag atoms, and Em/gra is the total energy of matrix
graphite surface supercell containing a metal ﬁssion atom.
Note that Eads < 0 corresponds to an atom more stable
adsorbed on matrix graphite than as an isolated one.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structures of Point Defects. Geometry structures of single
vacancy and interstitial defects obtained by full optimization
are shown in Figure 3. As we can see, interstitials in matrix
graphite tend to form two diﬀerent structures: “bridge” and
“spiro” structures. The formation energies of “bridge” interstitial, “spiro” interstitial, and single vacancy defects are
6.77 eV, 5.52 eV, and 7.92 eV, respectively, which agree well
with the experimental values [33–35] and other theoretical
works [36–38]. The formation energies are calculated using
the formula in [36]. Figure 3(a) shows the geometry of a
“bridge” interstitial defect in matrix graphite. The distances
from the adatom located below a C-C bond center to the
carbon atoms connected to it are about 1.51 Å, implying that
the adatom is chemically bound to the adjacent matrix
graphite layer. Layer spacings of the matrix graphite with
“bridge” interstitial defect are 4.31 Å and 3.42 Å, which are

3
larger than the perfect matrix graphite. Figure 3(b) shows the
geometry of a “spiro” interstitial defect in matrix graphite.
The adatom and the atoms of two adjacent layers formed a
tetrahedral geometry with a bond length of 1.49 Å. Compared with “bridge” defect structure, “spiro” defect structure
has more sp3 bonds. Although there is the shear energy,
formation energy of this “spiro” defect structure is lower
than that of the “bridge” one by about 1.25 eV due to more
covalent bonds formed between the interstitial and host
atoms [36]. Layer spacings of the “spiro” interstitial defect
are 3.43 Å and 3.40 Å, which are slightly larger than the
perfect graphite. For graphite surface with “bridge” and
“spiro” defects, interstitial carbon atoms destroy the planar
structure of the graphite layer, which causes the graphite
layer to produce pits at the interstitial atoms. Figure 3(c)
shows the geometry of single vacancy defect in matrix
graphite. Compared with “bridge” or “spiro” defect, single
vacancy defect has less eﬀect on the planar structure of the
graphite layer, so that the graphite layer remains substantially ﬂat. There is a dangling bond in the single vacancy
defect. The presence of dangling bonds enhances chemical
activity, which stabilizes other atoms in vacancy [39]. The
matrix graphite surface with single vacancy defect is nearly
geometrically ﬂat. But the bond length of surface carbon
atom is shorter than that of perfect matrix graphite one by
about 0.03 Å. Layer spacings of the optimized system are
3.40 Å, which are consistent with the perfect matrix graphite.
3.2. Adsorption Energies of Cs, Sr, and Ag Atoms on Matrix
Graphite Surface. Adsorption energies (Eads) of metallic
ﬁssion products of Cs, Sr, and Ag atoms on the preferred
adsorption site of diﬀerent matrix graphite surfaces are
shown in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the corresponding atomic
geometry structures of Cs, Sr, and Ag adsorbing on diﬀerent
types of matrix graphite surfaces. Luo et al. [16], Xia et al.
[21], and Amft et al. [40] et al. believe that Cs, Sr, and Ag
atoms prefer the hollow region (H site) at the center of the
carbon hexagon for perfect graphite surface, while they
prefer the defect region for defective graphite surface.
Kuzenkova et al. showed that the interaction between graphene oxide (GO) and radionuclides takes place on the small
holes or vacancy defects in the GO sheets [41]. In order to
contrast with the adsorption energies of metallic ﬁssion
products on defective graphite, it is ﬁrst necessary to calculate the energies of ﬁssion products on perfect graphite. As
shown in Table 1, matrix graphite surface with single vacancy has the strongest adsorption capacity for all three
ﬁssion products, followed by matrix graphite surface with
interstitial defect and perfect matrix graphite surface.
Compared with perfect matrix graphite surface, the adsorption energy of Ag on matrix graphite surface with single
vacancy defect is increased by nearly 8 times. It indicates that
Ag atom is physically adsorbed on perfect matrix graphite
surface, while it is chemically adsorbed on single vacancy
defect structure. For “bridge” and “spiro” interstitial
structures, diﬀerent sp3/sp2 ratios show a slight diﬀerence in
adsorption energies. The vertical distances (Z) between
metal atoms and matrix graphite surfaces are shown in
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Figure 3: Geometries of vacancy and interstitial obtained by full optimization. (a) “Bridge” and (b) “spiro” interstitial structures in matrix
graphite; (c) single vacancy on matrix graphite surface. Red balls represent the interstitial carbon atoms. All distances and bond lengths are
in Å.

Table 1: Adsorption energies (Eads) for perfect and defective matrix graphite (unit: eV).
Structures
Perfect matrix graphite
“Bridge” interstitial defect
“Spiro” interstitial defect
Single vacancy defect

Cs
Eads
− 1.88
− 2.50
− 2.25
− 2.83

Sr
Z
2.59
2.32
2.21
2.52

Eads
− 1.46
− 2.33
− 2.13
− 3.37

Ag
Z
2.27
1.82
1.83
2.01

Eads
− 0.27
− 0.39
− 0.40
− 2.37

Z
2.87
2.22
2.48
1.68

Z: the vertical distance between metal atoms and matrix graphite surface; unit is Å.

Table 1. Since the defective graphite surfaces have stronger
adsorption capacity for metal atoms, the corresponding Zvalues are smaller, which is consistent with the results of
adsorption energy. However, for Cs and Sr atoms, Z-value
corresponding to the graphite surface with single vacancy
defect is larger than graphite with “bridge” and “spiro”
defects. This is because single vacancy defect’s geometry
change is slight, but “bridge” and “spiro” defects form a pit
hole. For Ag atom, adsorption capacity of single vacancy
defect is much larger than “bridge” or “spiro” defect, so the
corresponding Z-value is smaller. All these results suggest
that the presence of dangling bond as well as sp3 bond favors
stronger binding than a pure sp2 structure.
Results in Table 1 also show that both Cs and Sr have
stronger adsorption capacities than Ag, whether it is on a
perfect matrix graphite surface or a defective matrix graphite
surface. It is noted that Cs adsorbs stronger than Sr on
perfect matrix graphite surface and matrix graphite surface
with interstitial defect. On the contrary, Sr adsorbs stronger
than Cs on matrix graphite surface with single vacancy
defect. It can be inferred that the retention of Sr and Cs by
matrix graphite is determined by its surface morphology,
e.g., sp3/sp2 ratios and dangling bond. The surface morphology of matrix graphite has a more obvious eﬀect on the
adsorption of Ag. This result may guide us to improve the
manufacturing method of matrix graphite and to produce
matrix graphite with more defects so as to retain more
metallic ﬁssion products.
3.3. Electronic Structure Analysis. For further analysis of
adsorption behaviors between ﬁssion products and matrix
graphite structure, the electronic structure of the adsorption

system is calculated. The charge density diﬀerence (CDD)
values are calculated as Δρm/gra � ρm/gra / − (ρm − ρgra ) by
using the VESTA software [42], where ρm/gra is the charge
density of adsorption system, ρm is the charge density of a
metal atom, and ρgra is the charge density of a matrix
graphite supercell. Note that in calculation of the latter two
quantities, the atomic positions are ﬁxed as those in the
adsorption system. Figure 5 shows CDD of Ag, Cs, and Sr
atoms adsorption on perfect matrix graphite surface. When
the value of CDD is positive, it means that the charge density
in the adsorption system is greater than the charge density
value obtained by the original electron overlap, that is, the
gain of electrons; when the value of CDD is negative, it
means the charge density in the adsorption system is smaller
than the charge density value obtained by the original
electron overlap, that is, the loss of electrons. Figure 5(a)
shows that there is nearly no electron transfer between Ag
and perfect matrix graphite surface. It indicates that Ag is
physically adsorbed on perfect matrix graphite surface,
which is consistent with the adsorption energy results.
Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show that Cs and Sr atoms transfer
electrons to perfect matrix graphite surface because of
weaker electronegativity than C atom [14]. It indicates that
the perfect matrix graphite surface has stronger adsorption
capacity for Cs and Sr than Ag.
Charge density diﬀerence (CDD) of ﬁssion products of
Ag, Cs, and Sr adsorbed on defective matrix graphite surface
is analyzed, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. It can be seen that
there is more electrons’ transfer between ﬁssion products
and single vacancy defect (see Figure 7) than between
“bridge” and “spiro” interstitial defects (see Figure 6), which
is consistent with the tendency of adsorption energy (see
Table 1). Figure 6(a) shows that there are few electrons
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Figure 4: Geometry structures of metal ﬁssion product adsorbed on matrix graphite surface: (a) perfect matrix graphite surface; (b) “bridge”
and (c) “spiro” interstitial defects; and (d) single vacancy defect. Yellow balls represent the second layer of carbon atoms. Blue balls represent
the metal ﬁssion products. The dash green lines represent the cross-sectional lines of charge density diﬀerence.

transfer between Ag and “bridge” interstitial defect.
Figure 6(d) shows that Ag partial orbitals gain electrons
from “spiro” interstitial defect. Figures 6(b)-6(c) show that
both the interstitial and carbon atoms adjacent to ﬁssion
products gain electrons from Cs or Sr. Figures 6(e)-6(f )
show that the interstitials suﬀer a loss of electron while
carbon atoms gain of electrons from Cs or Sr atoms. Figure 7
also shows that electrons’ transfer between ﬁssion products
and single vacancy defect are limited to a narrow region.

And electrons mainly transfer to three nearest neighbor
carbon atoms from ﬁssion products.
To learn more about adsorption behaviors, we calculate
the density of state (DOS) of diﬀerent adsorption system
using a 16 × 16 × 1 k-mesh, and the energy eigenvalues are
smeared with Gaussians of width σ � 0.05 eV. In the plots,
the energy levels are aligned through Dirac points. Figure 8
shows the DOS of matrix graphite with diﬀerent defects. It
can be seen from Figures 8(a) and 8(b) that the DOS of
graphite with “bridge” defect is almost the same as that of
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perfect graphite, and the peak value is sharper than that of
graphite with “spiro” or vacancy defects. For graphite with
“spiro” and vacancy defects, sharp peaks appear in the DOS

near the Fermi level, corresponding to the defect states of
graphite. In contrast, the “bridge” defect has the least eﬀect
on the electronic structure of matrix graphite, while single
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vacancy defect signiﬁcantly alters the matrix graphite
electronic structure.
Figure 9 shows the 4d, 5s, and 5p orbits of isolated Ag
atom (dashed line) and adsorbed Ag atoms (solid line). It is
seen from Figure 9(a) that the shape and peak position of
DOS of isolated and adsorbed Ag atom are almost the same,
which indicates no electron transfers between Ag and the
perfect matrix graphite surface. When interstitial defects are
introduced, Ag atoms have stronger interaction with defective matrix graphite surface. However, there are diﬀerent
interactions between Ag atoms and matrix graphite surface
for diﬀerent interstitial defects, while their adsorption capacity is similar. It can be seen from Figure 9(b) that the 4d
states of Ag atom shift slightly toward a lower energy direction when Ag adsorbed on matrix graphite with “bridge”
defect. Moreover, the DOS of 5s for Ag atom are delocalized
and partial density moves above the Fermi level at ∼1 eV
when Ag adsorbed on matrix graphite with “spiro” defect. It

can be seen from Figure 9(d) that the DOS of 4d and 5p has a
noticeable broadening and the majority of density shifts
toward a lower energy direction when Ag atom adsorbed on
matrix graphite with vacancy defect. The DOS of full 5s for
adsorbed Ag are delocalized as compared with isolated Ag
atom. Remarkably, although the majority of 5s states move
above Fermi level, there are still some 5s states below Fermi
level, which indicates that Ag atom not only loses electrons
to graphite but also gains some electrons from graphite. This
is because the electrochemistry of Ag atom is close to C
atom, and there exists resonance between 5s state and
graphite when partial electrons lose to graphite with vacancy
[19]. Moreover, there is strong hybridization of 4d, 5s, and
5p states of adsorbed Ag, which is easier to form covalent
bonding with matrix graphite [43].
Figure 10 shows the DOS of isolated Cs atom and Cs
adsorbed on matrix graphite surface with diﬀerent defects.
The 5s, 5p, and 6s states of Cs atom have a noticeable upshift
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Figure 11: The DOS for isolated Sr atom (dashed line) and Sr adsorbed on matrix graphite surface (solid line): (a) perfect matrix graphite
surface; (b) “bridge” interstitial defect; (c) “spiro” interstitial defect; (d) single vacancy defect. The energy is relative to Fermi level (Ef ) at
E � 0 eV.

relative to the Fermi level, but the degrees of upshift are
diﬀerent for diﬀerent types of matrix graphite surface. It is
noted that part of 6s and 5p states moves above the Fermi
level, which indicates that the electrons of Cs transferred to
matrix graphite surface. For Cs adsorbed on perfect matrix
graphite surface (see Figure 10(a)), partial 6s states move
above the Fermi level. For Cs adsorbed on defective matrix
graphite surface (see Figures 10(b)–10(d)), full 6s states
move above the Fermi level. It indicates that matrix graphite
with defects tends to form stronger bonds with Cs atom than
the perfect matrix graphite. This result is well consistent with
the results of adsorption energies.
For the Sr adsorbed systems, as shown in Figure 11, the
result of DOS is similar to Cs. The 4p and 5s states have a
noticeable broadening and upshift relative to the Fermi level
as shown in Figure 11(a), which indicates that Sr transfer

electrons to matrix graphite. For Sr adsorbed on matrix
graphite surface with bridge and spiro defects (see
Figures 11(b) and 11(c)), there are diﬀerent behaviors between the 5s states of Ag atom and matrix graphite. The 5s
states are delocalized and there is hybridization between 5s
and 5p states, which exhibit more covalent bonding characteristics for Ag adsorbed on matrix graphite with spiro
defect. Moreover, there are stronger hybridization of 5s and
5p states of adsorbed Sr on matrix graphite with single
vacancy defect, suggesting that there is a stronger interaction
between Sr and matrix graphite with single vacancy defect.

4. Conclusions
In this work, DFTmethods were employed to examine several
interstitial defects for matrix graphite. Adsorption energies
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and electronic structures for Cs, Sr, and Ag on matrix graphite
surfaces with defects were calculated and analyzed. Fission
products adsorbed stronger on defective matrix graphite
surfaces than the perfect matrix graphite surfaces, indicating
dangling bonds and sp3 bonds play a critical role in the
adsorption behavior of Cs, Sr, and Ag on matrix graphite.
Matrix graphite surface with single vacancy defects has a
stronger adsorption capacity for ﬁssion products than that
with interstitial defects. Although the matrix graphite with
“bridge” and “spiro” defects has similar adsorption capacity
for metallic ﬁssion products, their interaction behaviors are
completely diﬀerent due to diﬀerent electronic structure. It is
also observed that Cs and Sr adsorb stronger than Ag on
matrix graphite surfaces, which indicates that the retention of
Sr and Cs by matrix graphite is stronger than that of Ag. This
result is consistent with the electronegativity of metal atoms
relative to the carbon atom. Transition metal atoms, such as
Ag atom, exhibit covalent bonding characteristics because
their electronegativity is close to that of carbon atom. These
results are helpful for predicting and understanding the
diﬀusion capacity and path of metallic ﬁssion products on the
matrix graphite of HTGR.
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